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work was part of the MZM project about the Dreimühlenviertel

MZM is an alliance for development of mobility and logistics

project start: October 2022 – preliminary talks with e.g. gastronomy
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Overview of the project setting

Andreas Rall
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Location

Andreas Rall
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dense development of taller old 
houses
public space occupied by roads, 
parking lots or pavements

new mobility hub
neither subway nor tram, just bus 
(line 68, 132, 58)

restaurants, cafes, pubs, bars and 
supermarkets
retail trade, small businesses, 
doctor’s practices and playgrounds
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Dreimühlenviertel

Andreas Rall
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few parking space and high parking pressure

understanding specific travel behavior of infrequent car users

find good mobility alternatives

infrequent car users get rid of their cars

redesign of public space
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Research objectives

Andreas Rall
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Methodological approach and results

Andreas Rall

1. mobility survey using 
the travel skeleton

2. determined objective 
and subjective car 
dependence

3. deeper analysis with 
a dashboard

4. inviting interesting 
residents to the 
workshop infrequent 
car users
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1. Mobility survey – our concept

Andreas Rall
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sample composition:

161 participants

almost 80% are academics

over 90% are employed

48% female, 52% male

average age: 44 years

few young and few old participants

33% of participants live in 
households with children
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Mobility survey in the Dreimühlenviertel

sample not representative

Andreas Rall

some mobility results:

94% own at least one bike

75% have sharing member accounts

33% of participants live in 
households with no car
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63% thought about getting rid of a car 

main reasons:

conscious renunciation (42%)

less need for a car (31%)

difficult parking situation (29%)

costs (24%)

other possible answer options
less need of a motorcycle / campervan

better offer of other means of transport

more telework or working from home

option “free text field”
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"Have you ever thought about reducing the number of 
motorized vehicles in your household?" 

Andreas Rall
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2. Car dependence types

2023   2020

n=95   n=397

Andreas Rall11.04.202411
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3. Dashboard

Andreas Rall
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carsharing

free-floating rarely available / station-based far away

new concept: signage and mobility hub unknown

inconvenient for long-distance travel

district

public space without “junk” bikes

crosswalks

planting trees
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4. Workshop infrequent car users

Andreas Rall
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Conclusion and outlook

Andreas Rall

1/3 are identified as car independent pragmatics

many residents use their car mainly for long-distance travel

mobility costs rather unknown

car sharing usage not easy enough

neighborhood garages for car dependents
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Thank you very much for your attention!

Andreas Rall
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MZM project Dreimühlenviertel: https://www.mzm-
allianz.net/projekte/bestandsquartier-der-zukunft-dreimuehlenviertel/

Project Dreimuehlenviertel.de: https://www.dreimuehlenviertel.de/

Website travel skeleton: 
https://mobilitaetsskelett.ifv.kit.edu/english/index.php
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Further information and contact

Andreas Rall

Andreas Rall 

andreas.rall@kit.edu

Miriam Magdolen 

miriam.magdolen@kit.edu
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